TargetDBP: Accurate DNA-Binding Protein Prediction via Sequence-based Multi-View Feature Learning.
Accurately identifying DNA-binding proteins (DBPs) from protein sequence information is an important but challenging task for protein function annotations. In this paper, we establish a novel computational method, named TargetDBP, for accurately targeting DBPs from primary sequences. In TargetDBP, four single-view features, i.e., AAC (Amino Acid Composition), PsePSSM (Pseudo Position-Specific Scoring Matrix), PsePRSA (Pseudo Predicted Relative Solvent Accessibility), and PsePPDBS (Pseudo Predicted Probabilities of DNA-Binding Sites), are first extracted to represent different base features, respectively. Secondly, differential evolution algorithm is employed to learn the weights of four base features. Using the learned weights, we weightedly combine these base features to form the original super feature. An excellent subset of the super feature is then selected by using a suitable feature selection algorithm SVM-REF+CBR (Support Vector Machine Recursive Feature Elimination with Correlation Bias Reduction). Finally, the prediction model is learned via using support vector machine on the selected feature subset. We also construct a new gold-standard and non-redundant benchmark dataset from PDB database to evaluate and compare the proposed TargetDBP with other existing predictors. On this new dataset, TargetDBP can achieve higher performance than other state-of-the-art predictors. The TargetDBP web server and datasets are freely available at http://csbio.njust.edu.cn/bioinf/targetdbp/ for academic use.